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Introduction and motivation
Our research work aims at investigating the effectiveness of an emotion labeling model to detect emotions in educational discourse (text and conversation) in a non-intrusive way making emotion awareness explicit both at individual and group level (Arguedas et al. 2014) . Studies have shown that emotional experiences influence student's motivation, learning strategies and achievement whereas such emotional experiences are influenced by personality and classroom characteristics (Frasson & Chalfoun 2010; Goetz et al. 2006 ).
Given that people are able to express a wide range of emotions, which vary in intensity, duration, context, etc. during activity time, our model is based on dimensional categories of emotions (Scherer 2005) . It also makes use of affective dictionaries expressing the emotional weights of words as a function of affective dimensions (pleasure, arousal, etc.) . Due to the nature of affective dimensions, which consists of aspects manifesting continuity, this means that dimensions show a wide range of high-precision alternatives; thus every dimension requires a previous treatment. Therefore, each dimension must be preprocessed to obtain fuzzy values corresponding to the magnitudes of each emotional dimension. Such fuzzy values are the qualitative awareness that can be bound to such continuity. Actually this is an analog to discrete conversion.
Once the conversion into qualitative emotional awareness is performed, discrete affective states as well as knowledge regarding emotional performance become available to both teachers and students. Diverse academic and business scenarios could be supported and improved by emotional awareness, which would allow performing different micro-adjustments to discourse or behaviors every aspect of computer-mediated human interaction. Traditional human interaction allows participants to gather a whole range of inputs to build a rich image from reality. However, human interaction supported by digital channels would imply a loss of information, even though sophisticated digital channels are used. Hence, every additional mechanisms aimed at providing supplementary information would entail a further understanding of the new functionalities they offer.
Indeed, among the opportunities to add supplementary information is the possibility to provide emotional awareness from text. The reader may consider a virtual scenario in which different people are interacting, such as a virtual chat room. These people are mainly using text messages and emoticons to communicate. It would be interesting to both participants and the chat monitor person/system to be able to have a mechanism to analyze chat text in order to discover the emotions underlying conversation as well as to produce specific emotional feedback to support and monitor participants' needs.
The aim of this study is to present an effective approach to label affective behavior in educational discourse based on fuzzy logic, which will enable a human (or virtual) tutor to capture students' emotions, make students aware of their own emotions, assess these emotions and provide appropriate feedback to the involved actors. In order to address these challenges, this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present a comprehensive analysis of the state of the art of approaches to modeling emotions, mainly in learning environments, focusing more on two important issues that concern affective dictionaries and fuzzy logic in Sentiment Analysis. Based on this analysis, in Section 3, we present the conceptual design of our model. Section 4 describes the context, the experiment and the data used for the analysis. In Section 5 we show how our model is implemented in a real case setting. Finally, in Section 6, we present the results obtained, whereas Section 7 provides a critical discussion of the results. Finally Section 8 concludes with the directions for future work.
Related work
Our goal is to classify and later label up the students' emotional state through the analysis of their educative discourse in a virtual learning environment. To that end, before starting the design of our model, we have extensively revised the literature related to three topics that concern its development.
First, we reviewed various existing models for the classification of the different emotional states. Secondly, we studied the different affective dictionaries that have been compiled so far, to identify how each one of them provides the use of information about the affective weights of words composing the educational discourse. Finally, we checked out the related works about the application of fuzzy logic in the Sentiment Analysis field
Emotion models
In Artificial Intelligence, affective computing is the branch of studies and development systems that can recognize, interpret, process, and simulate human affects, whereas its main goal is to simulate empathy. Regarding the approach proposed in this study, our aim is to make the machine capable of interpreting the emotional state of humans and adapting its behavior to them, giving an appropriate response to their emotions (Tao & Tan 2005) .
There are two leading models describing how humans perceive and classify emotion, namely, dimensional and categorical models (Feidakis et al. 2013; Daradoumis et al. 2013 ). Categorical models classify emotions into basic, secondary, tertiary, etc. (Ekman & Friesen 1971; Ortony et al. 1988; Pekrun 1992) , while dimensional models specify gradual emotions as arousal, valence, control, intensity, duration, frequency of occurrence, etc. (Rusell 1983; Kort & Reilly 2002; Scherer et al. 2013; Kuncheva 2000) .
In the learning context, emotions can be used to increase student's attention as well as to improve memory and reasoning (Isen 2000) . In this context, tutors must be prepared to create affective learning situations and encourage collaborative knowledge construction as well as identify those students' feelings which hinder learning process (Ibarrola 2000) .
According to Kort & Reilly (2002) emotion measurement tools and techniques fall into three main categories:
-Psychological (subjective report using verbal or pictorial scales or questionnaires, etc.). For instance, the PAD (Pleasure-Arousal-Dominance) emotional state model is a psychological model developed in Mehrabian & O'Reilly (1980) to describe and measure emotional states. PAD uses three numerical dimensions to represent all emotions. Its initial use was in a theory of environmental psychology, the core idea being that physical environments influence people through their emotional impact. The PA part of PAD was developed into a circumplex model of emotion experience, and those two dimensions were termed "core affect". The D part of PAD was re-conceptualized as part of the appraisal process in an emotional episode (a cold cognitive assessment of the situation eliciting the emotion). A more fully developed version of this approach is termed the psychological construction theory of emotion. The PAD model has been used to study nonverbal communication such as body language in psychology (Mehrabian 1972) . It has also been applied to the construction of animated characters that express emotions in virtual worlds (Becker et al. 2007 ).
-Physiological (use of sensors to capture biometric signals). For instance, Gonçalves et al. (2016) present a multimodal approach by using multiple sensors to collect and assess users' emotion at interaction time while interacting with a game.
-Behavioral (observation or capturing of motorbehavioral activity e.g., facial expressions, sentiment analysis of text input, mouse and keyboard logs, etc.). Sentiment analysis tools have been used in this work to provide means for the identification of the attitude holder and the polarity of the attitude as well as for the description of the emotions and sentiments of the different actors involved in the text. Plutchik offers an integrative theory based on evolutionary principles (Plutchik 2001) . Emotions are adaptive-in fact, they have a complexity born of a long evolutionary history-although we conceive emotions as feeling states. According to Plutchik (2001) , the feeling state is part of a process involving both cognition and behavior and containing several feedback loops.
As mentioned before, our goal in this work is to develop tools that provide teachers with useful information about students' emotional state, so that they can assess these emotions, and eventually provide appropriate affective feedback to students. To this end, we choose a mixed model composed by three dimensions (Mehrabian & O'Reilly 1980) and eight emotional labels (Plutchik 2001) .
Affective Dictionaries
In the Sentiment Analysis field, textual information includes, among others, subjective expressions that describe people's sentiments, appraisals or feelings toward entities, events and their properties (Liu 2012) .
The majority of studies apply classification algorithms to obtain the contextual polarity and the frequent terms of a document, that is to say, are simply based on the appearance and frequency of terms or the text valence in order to determine if it is a positive o negative critique. (Li et al, 2015) . A new trend in emotion research consists in performing lexical analysis of texts with the aim of identifying the words that can predict the affective states of the authors (Calvo & D'Mello 2010) .
Within this area, some affective dictionaries have been developed and are widely used. These dictionaries provide a lexical repository in different languages. In particular, we have carried out a major review of affective dictionaries in Spanish language concerning both emotion models (dimensional and categorical).
SentiWordNet is a lexical resource for opinion mining (Baccianella et al. 2010) . SentiWordNet assigns to each synset (i.e., synonyms which are grouped into unordered sets) of WordNet Affect (a linguistic resource for a lexical representation of affective knowledge, (Strapparava & Valitutti 2004) ) three sentiment scores: positivity, negativity and objectivity. The method used to develop SentiWordNet is an adaptation to synset classification of a previous method for deciding the PNpolarity (identifies whether a term that is a marker of opinionated content has a positive or a negative connotation) and SO-polarity (describes a given situation or event, without expressing a positive or a negative opinion on it) of terms (Esuli & Sebastiani 2006) . The method relies on training a set of ternary classifiers, each of them capable of deciding whether a synset is Positive, Negative, or Objective. However, SentiWordNet is not available in Spanish.
The development of the framework Affective Norms for English Words (ANEW) (Bradley & Lang 1999) is an instrument for the dimensional perspective of emotions based on works of Wundt (1896) and Osgood et al. (1957) . From this perspective, three basic dimensions are proposed, through which the entire range of human emotions can be organized: valence (which ranges from pleasant to unpleasant), arousal (which ranges from calm to excite) and dominance or control (ranging from in control to out of control). The ANEW list provides normative values in these dimensions for 1,034 words and there is a Spanish adaptation of the ANEW made by Redondo et al. (2007) .
Whissell's Dictionary of Affect in Language, originally designed to quantify the Pleasantness and Activation of specifically emotional words, was revised to increase its applicability to samples of natural language. A third rated dimension (Imagery) was added, and normative scores were obtained for natural English. Evidence supports the reliability and validity of ratings. The revised Dictionary, which contains ratings for characteristic words of natural language, is a portable tool that can be applied in almost any situation involving language (Whissell 2009 ).
The NRC Emotion Lexicon (EmoLex) is a list of English words and their associations with eight basic emotions (anger, fear, anticipation, trust, surprise, sadness, joy, and disgust) and two sentiments (negative and positive) (Mohammad & Turney 2013) . The annotations were manually done by crowd sourcing. Despite some cultural differences, it has been shown that a majority of affective norms are stable across languages. Given that three basic dimensions, namely, valence, arousal and dominance are commonly used by researchers, we decided to use the Spanish version of ANEW dictionary merged with the Spanish version of EmoLex. Our approach to manage word lists is inspired by the effort of Andrew et al. (2011), so we can collect affective indicators for words.
Fuzzy Logic Applied to Sentiment Analysis
Regarding fuzzy logic supporting sentiment analysis, several studies have been carried out, however not all in virtual learning. For instance, Moharrer et al. (2015) proposed a novel two-phase methodology based on interval type-2 fuzzy sets (T2FSs) to model the human perceptions of the linguistic terms used to describe the online services satisfaction. The analysis is carried out by using well-established metrics and results from the Social Sciences context. Andreevskaia & Bergler (2006) focus on the WordNet dictionary so that they can acquire some awareness from text mining based on the sentiment analysis approach. Ali et al. (2016) focused on sentiment analysis in the academic field and were able to capture average behaviors shown by words, based on regular statistics analysis. They managed to build a fuzzy logic scheme, aimed at producing a qualitative description for words, turning quantitative magnitudes into literal terms bound to qualitative perceptions, such as good, bad, etc. Another application field for sentiment analysis is the stock market, where one can build trading scenarios based on opinion mining from information extracted from technical analysis and trends shown by stock trading systems and the market. This is discussed in Wu et al. (2014) , where features, predictions and trading are dealt using intelligent support.
Our proposal aims to produce a scheme for word treatment, similar to Andreevskaia & Bergler (2006) . Nevertheless, our study focuses on the ANEW dictionary and fuzzy qualifiers bound to amounts such as few, regular, and many. These qualifiers will be then crossed over throughout specific inference rules.
These inference rules can explain the amounts achieved by accumulating numeric data from indicators and express them in qualitative terms. Hence, high level emotions could be inferred from plain numbers. Inspired by Kuncheva (2000) , our proposal is a fuzzy classifier, more precisely, a statistical classifier, which provides a priori qualitative assessment to the amounts assigned by ANEW to every word. The advantage of the statistical approach is to reduce the classical pollution problem of training and analyzing the scenario using the same dataset. Affective dictionaries usually have a limited number of words. Our statistical classifier uses centrality and dispersion measures calculated from the ANEW analysis dimensions. These measures are used to build the fuzzy classifier, as explained later in this paper.
A Fuzzy Based Classification Model For Inferring Affective States

Fuzzy Sets and Fuzzy Rules
Before describing our conceptual fuzzy-based model for inferring emotional states, we briefly present the process for setting the different fuzzy sets as well as the way we match our emotional thesaurus and we build our fuzzy rules system.
Regarding our fuzzy sets, as we explained in Arguedas et al. (2016) , we developed our own fuzzy classifier. In order to calculate the curves of each group corresponding to each magnitude (Pleasure, Arousal and Dominance), we run our tool three times, one for each dimension. At each run we gave the tool the mean of the values for that channel, its standard deviation, a file with the complete group of values for that dimension and a file with the qualitative values for that channel. In fact we used the same qualitative values for the three channels but we configured the tool to establish different qualitative values for each one of the channels. From these results, we built the curves of the three groups related to each magnitude (Pleasure, Arousal and Dominance). The final outcome of this process has been a text file where each line contains a word from the dictionary, its term in English, its term in Spanish, the values for Pleasure, Arousal and Dominance, and their corresponding numerical values. This process is described in detail in (Arguedas et al. 2016 ).
The group of various rules constitutes a rule base or knowledge base. Our model contains 24 rules that result from combining eight qualitative values obtained for every emotional axis of the Plutchick's model as primary, secondary and tertiary dyads. These rules are propositions that allow us to express the available knowledge about the relationship between antecedents and consequents and make affirmations of the If-Then type. For more details see Arguedas et al. (2016) .
Our conceptual fuzzy-based model for inferring emotional states
This section presents our conceptual model which is built by a set of components depicted in Figure  1 . These components process the students' texts through various steps which are explained below in more detail. In fact, our conceptual fuzzy-based model for inferring emotional states is described in three layers as shown in Figure 1 . 
First Layer: The Affective Grammatical Tagger (AGT)
Second layer: The Affective Assignment (AA) takes each of the text files obtained previously, associates each word of them with the terms contained in our thesaurus and assigns to every word the dimensional and categorical emotional load.
The dimensional affective load is obtained using the information provided by ANEW dictionary, while the categorical affective load, as well as the valence (positive and negative) for each of the words is obtained using the information provided by Emolex.
Once all the text has been processed, the mean of the obtained value for each characteristic is then calculated and the obtained mean values for Pleasure, Arousal and Dominance are fuzzified.
Finally, a new file is generated as shown in Figure 3 . This file contains a line with the obtained values for each of the authors of the discourse that is being analyzed every time. 
Third Layer: The Automatic Inference (AI)
Third layer: In this step, the Automatic Inference (AI) component takes the message with affective labels file as input. This file, that contains the average affective information of each author both at dimensional and categorical level, is used to trigger our fuzzy rules system. The outcome of fuzzy rules system is to obtain the emotional states of each author during his/her learning process.
The output of this component is the synthetic opinion of the original message from the point of view of the emotional and affective state of the authors of the analyzed discourse, as shown in Figure 4 .
Implementation and Extension of the Model
Our fuzzy based classification model (FBCM) 1 is built out of a set of tools implemented in Java. These tools process the students-created texts following the phases defined in the conceptual model.
Once the process has finished, we obtain the synthetic opinion of the original message that depicts author's emotional and affective state, which is then presented to the Affective Pedagogical Tutor (APT).
The APT can be human or virtual. In this work, we implemented and used a virtual APT for experimentation. It is a client-server Web application and constitutes an important extension of the model. This application is installed in the computer of each student, connects to the server and displays the APT on the left side of the screen. In fact, we created an integrated learning environment that integrates the APT, the Moodle LMS embedded on the right side of the screen, a text edit box that allows the student to contact the APT textually, as well as the FBCM model that processes the emotional information.
The APT can be represented by two characters (masculine/feminine) so that each student can choose the character that is more comfortable for him/her. As such, the APT is characterized by a specific voice, the emotional expressions that can display and the dialogues that can be involved.
Students carry out the activity designed by the human teacher in the Moodle LMS. The interactive elearning course is broadcasted to every user with the same contents. Depending on the student's academic and emotional evolution throughout the course, the human teacher can provide additional personalized material and exercises.
The student works on the LMS, carries out his/her tasks, collaborates with peers whereas at the same time he/she can interact with the APT in a textual manner through the edit box located at the bottom of the screen.
The Affective Pedagogical Tutor responds to student with audible and gestural signals that were scheduled in advance, while providing the student the information that he/she previously requested, as shown in Figure Gestural signals that were scheduled in advance in the APT.
When a student completes a task, the APT accesses the student-created texts and forwards them to be processed by the FBCM model. The FBCM stores the extracted emotional information in the web server.
Finally, the APT can easily access every emotional log (sorted by student name, course name and task) through the Moodle platform, take it as input and create adequate affective feedback.
The framework used offers some predefined virtual agents to be used (if needed) as virtual tutors in the learning environment. Each available virtual agent has its own set of facial expressions and body animations that can be used as needed.
The goal of these expressions and animations is to make the virtual agents able to express different emotional states, making their representation more believable. In order to increase the lifelikeness of the communication between the student and the virtual agent, bidirectional natural language conversation has been enabled.
The virtual agent is able to speak to the student and to understand what the student is saying. The studentvirtual agent communication can be established via text, thanks to an integrated text box in which the student can chat, so text messages can be clearly displayed on the screen. Thanks to the use of an AIML 2 -based conversational engine and a fusion rule engine that processes questions in natural language, the student is allowed to use text and express him/herself in natural language as well as to ask questions to an Ontology repository (like DBPEDIA 3 ) to obtain the answer.
Data Sets from a Real Learning Context
Learning Context
Nowadays computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL) environments are viewed as an important electronic learning medium for distance education. Working together, while accomplishing a task is seen as a characteristic of a powerful learning environment, aiming at active construction of knowledge. Through a process of interaction and negotiation students have an active and constructive role in the learning process (Dewiyanti 2007 lies on an emotion analysis model, which has been widely described in Arguedas & Daradoumis (2013) (Arguedas, Daradoumis & Xhafa, 2016a; 2016b) . This model is based on the Activity Theory (AT) (Engeström et al. 1999 ) and describes a scenario where participants (teacher and students) work together and interact with specific objects to carry out goal-oriented activities.
Within this scenario we initially developed a discourse analysis method to analyze collaborative learning activities (that included written text and dialogues) in a non-intrusive way in order to capture process and identify the emotional information extracted from each student individually as well as from the students' group as a whole. This information was presented to the human tutor and provided him/her with the necessary emotion awareness with regard to the way students' emotions appear and evolve over time. This enabled the tutor to offer students cognitive and affective feedback. Apart from identifying emotional states and behavior, the result of this approach has been the graphical representation of the students' emotions that took place during these activities.
Research Hypothesis and Goals
Goal:
The main goal of this work has been to extend the above approach and build a new model that provides an improved and more calibrated measurement and representation of students' emotions that can be used as input to a virtual tutor who can create adequate affective feedback.
At this stage of our research, our aim has been to analyze the combined effects of the emotion awareness produced by our new model and of basic online tutorial affective feedback on students' learning performance in long-term blended collaborative learning practices.
Hypothesis: "Providing enhanced and more calibrated emotion awareness as well as automatic online tutorial affective feedback to learners improves their learning outcomes on time."
Research Question
Is there any significant correlation between students' calibrated emotion awareness, the related virtual tutor affective feedback and students' learning outcome? 
Participants and Procedure
Participants were a sample of 48 fourth-year high school students attending the subject "Web Design". Among students, 24 were girls (50%) and 24 were boys (50%) We divided students in 16 groups of four and we chose 8 of them as the experimental group and the rest as the control group. The experiment was conducted for five weeks with a total of 15 sessions.
The procedure we followed was to design a scenario that included a collaborative learning activity which was implemented following the Problem-Based Learning method and the Jigsaw collaborative strategy. The topic of the activity was "How to design a web page" and was carried out in the Moodle environment.
The activity designed by the human teacher was arranged in several synchronous and asynchronous tasks that included a website design, a forum debate and a chat, where students were encouraged to participate actively in building their knowledge. In this way, the teacher's role was reduced to guide and give support to the learning activity, by providing appropriate advice or help when needed. Based on the Jigsaw collaborative strategy, the learning activity was divided in ten stages which in turn were grouped around five tasks to facilitate their implementation. For each task, the teacher provided all the necessary resources (documents and tools).
Research Instruments
At the end of each task of the activity, we used our fuzzy based classification model for processing and identifying the emotional information extracted from texts created by students in the chat and forum debate.
On the one hand, the data collected was used to trigger fuzzy rules according to Plutchick's model (Plutchik 2001 ) and obtain the emotional states that were experienced by students during the realization of the respective tasks.
On the other hand, we used the data gathered to represent graphically the arousal of text, according to the ANEW dictionary as well as the valence and the different types of emotion detected during the analysis, according to the NCR Emotion Lexicon. Regarding the statistical techniques employed in the analysis of the gathered data, we used descriptive statistics, calculating relative frequencies (%), as well as graphics to represent reality objectively. We also used bivariate correlation and analysis of variance to find relationships between the variables under study for the research question of our study.
Model testing
As mentioned before, an experiment was carried out with high school students for testing our tool. We considered the texts produced by the students in various forum debates and chats.
These texts along with the thesaurus built before served as an input for our tool. The output of FBCM consists of a file that contains a line for each of the authors of the discourse with the obtained values for the dimensional and categorical characteristics, as well as the emotional states that result from the rules application to each set of categorical characteristics we obtained.
Data Collection
At this point, in order to carry out the statistical analysis of the data resulting from our tool and the student grades, we defined the following indicators, as shown in Table 1: (a) Dimensional Characteristics (DI) include indicators that concern fuzzy values of three basic dimensions through which the entire range of human emotions can be organized: Pleasure, Arousal and Dominance or Control, (b) Categorical Characteristics (CI) include indicators that concern positive and negative emotions based on Plutchick model and (c) Emotional States of Fuzzy Rules (CFR) include indicators that concern emotional states based on the results from applying our fuzzy rules. 
Emotion Awareness
In order to provide emotion awareness among participants in the experimental group, we applied our FBCM at all conversations that took place in the group during the learning activity.
The outcome of our model was a graphical representation of word clouds attributed to each student. This graphical representation was provided to both APT and students of the experimental group, at the end of each task, as shown in Figure 7 . In this way, the APT was aware of students' emotions during their interactions in the virtual learning space (chat and forum). In fact, the APT could observe not only which emotions and emotional states of its students were present but also, and most importantly, the level of pleasure, arousal and dominance of these emotions. Figure 8 shows the evolution of dimensional and categorical emotions as well as the emotional states of one team of 5 students in the EG. In this way, the APT could intervene on time. In addition, students were aware of the emotions, emotional states and the level of pleasure, arousal and dominance that they experienced during the accomplishment of the task. In contrast, the students of the control group were not supported by this facility and carried out their activity in a conventional way.
Dimensional Characteristics (DI)
Presentation of the results.
i. The Cronbach's alpha coefficient.
To ensure the reliability of data collection, we applied the Cronbach's alpha coefficient to both Experimental Group (EG) and Control Group (CG). Cronbach's alpha is considered to be a coefficient of reliability (or consistency).
A reliability coefficient of .70 or higher is considered "acceptable" in most social science research situations.
All values of Cronbach's alpha in Table 2 are higher than .70, which reinforces the reliability of our indicators. 
THE CRONBACH'S ALPHA (EG) ((DI), (CI) and (CFR))
,769
THE CRONBACH'S ALPHA (CG) ((DI), (CI) and (CFR))
,900
ii Descriptive statistics
The skewness and kurtosis of each variable were examined to check for multivariate normality.
The absolute values of skewness and the absolute values of kurtosis did not exceed a univariate skewness of 2.0 and a univariate of kurtosis of 7.0.
In our case, it was assumed that there was no critical problem regarding multivariate normality in EG.
However, in CG the only cases where the values of skewness and kurtosis did not exceed a univariate skewness of 2.0 and a univariate of kurtosis of 7.0 occurred for the items of DI.1, DI.2 and DI.3 in the control group, as shown in Table 3 . 
Discussion
Based on the results we obtained in the above Section 6, we proceed to discuss and provide a response to the research question we set in this work:
RQ: Is there any significant correlation between students' calibrated emotion awareness, the related virtual tutor affective feedback and students' learning outcome?
Our results showed that this question had a positive answer in all aspects in the Experimental Group which was had been endowed with emotion awareness and emotional feedback facilities. Table 3 shows that dimensional characteristics (such as Pleasure, Arousal and Dominance), categorical characteristics (such as joy, sadness, confidence/trust and anticipation) and emotional states (such as Love, Optimism and Fatalism) had significant positive effects on a better learning performance in the EG.
In particular, our experiment showed that dimensional characteristics had a higher positive impact in the outcomes of the learning activity of students in the EG, whereas in the Control Group only Arousal had an implicit positive relation with the students' obtained outcome.
Moreover, categorical characteristics (like joy, sadness, trust and anticipation) had significant positive effects on the activity performance for the EG students. No significant correlation was reported for CG students. Finally, once our ECA Fuzzy Rules were triggered, the monitoring of emotional states such as Love, Optimism and Fatalism by the Affective Pedagogical Tutor (APT) had significant positive effects on the performance of EG students. In contrast, no significant correlation was reported for CG students.
Conclusions and Future Work.
In this work we have presented a model for monitoring students' emotions using fuzzy logic in an elearning environment, with the aim to provide both emotion awareness and affective feedback to students through an online Affective Pedagogical Tutor (APT). To test and validate our model we run an experiment in a real e-collaborative learning situation.
The results of the experiment showed that our model was highly effective in the Experimental Group (EG) of students who were supplied with both emotion awareness and affective feedback. In this group, the explicit graphical representation of dimensional and categorical emotions after every task proved to produce much better learning results than those in the Control Group (CG). In fact, the Word Clouds produced helped students be conscious of their emotions, overcome possible situations of sadness, enhance anticipation and trust and accomplish their task successfully. Regarding the function and influence of APT, the results showed that its affective feedback had really a very positive effect on EG students. CG students really missed this opportunity. In fact, the support offered by APT, through emotional expressions and advice, helped EG students both overcome emotional states such as fatalism and increase their optimism, which led them to carry out their activities successfully.
Future work is focused on improving our fuzzy rules system in order to accomplish three important goals in virtual learning environments: increase its accuracy, include more emotional states in its monitoring capabilities, and process and analyze the students' emotional states in real time.
